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5.1 CONSTRAINTS :

A Constraint is a rule that restricts the values that may be present in the 

database

As oracle is based on a Relational data model, Constraints provided by 

Oracle follows the general Constraints provided by relational model.

These Constraints can be broadly classified into two categories.

1. Entity Integrity Constraints 

2. Referential Integrity Constraints
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1. Entity Integrity Constraints :

Entity integrity constraints are constraints that restrict the 

values in row of an individual table. This constraints also divided into 

two sub categories:

(I) Domain  Integrity Constraints

(II) Key Constraints

2. Referential Integrity Constraints :

Referential integrity Constraints specifies that a row one table 

that refers to another row

Must refer to an existing row in that table. 



Oracle Constraints

Entity integrity Referential Integrity

Domain Integrity

Constraints
Key Constraints

1. Not Null

2. Check

1. Unique

2. Primary Constraints

1. Foreign key
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5.2 NOT NULL CONSTRAINTS :

There may be Records in table that do not contain any value for 

some fields. In Oracle, Null values are stored in such fields. In other 

words, a NULL value represents an empty field.

CHARACTERSTICS:

- A NULL value indicates ‘not applicable’, ‘missing’ , or ‘not known’.

- A NULL value distinct from zero or other numeric value for 

numerical  data.

- A NULL value is also distinct from blank space for character data.

- A NULL value will evaluate to null in any expression.

- The result of any condition including null value is unknown, and 

treated as a FALSE.
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ENFORCED RESTRICTION :

- A column,  defined as a NOT NULL, cannot have a NULL value. 

In other words, such 

column becomes a mandatory column and cannot be left empty for 

any record.

A NOT NULL CONSTRAINT DEFINED AT COLUMN LEVEL:

Syntax :

ColumnName datatype (size) NOT NULL



5.3 UNIQUE CONSTRAINTS :

A column must have unique values. This is required to identify all 

records stored in table uniqly,

❖ ENFORCED RESTRICTION :

- A column, defined as a UNIQUE, cannot have duplicate values 

across all records. In other words, such column must contain unique 

values.
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❖ A UNIQUE CONSTRAINTS DEFINED AT COLUMN LEVEL :

Syntax:

columnName datatype (size) UNIQUE

❖ A UNIQUE CONSTRAINTS DEFINED AT TABLE LEVEL :

Syntax:

UNIQUE (   columnName [,   columnName …]   )



FEATURES OF UNIQUE CONSTRAINTS :

- A UNIQUE constraint does not allow duplicate values, NULL values 

can be duplicated in a column defined as a UNIQUE column.

- A table can have more than one column defined as a UNIQUE 

column. This is in contrast to a primary key as defined in next 

section.

- If multiple column need to be defined as composite UNIQUE 

columns, then only table level definition is applicable. Such column 

do not allow NULL values in combination for any record. But 

individually , they can contain NULL values, with other column not 

having Null values.

- Maximum 16 columns can be combined as a composite unique key in 

a table.

- A column , having LONG or LONG RAW data type, cannot be 

defined as a UNIQUE column.
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5.4 PRIMARY KEY CONSTRAINTS :

“A primary key is a set of one or more columns used to identify each 

record uniquely in a column”. A single column primary key is called as 

simple key, while a multi-column primary key is called a composite

key

❖ ENFORCED RESTRICTION :

- A column defined as a primary key, cannot have duplicate values 

across all records and cannot have NULL values.
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❖A PRIMARY KEY CONSTRAINTS DEFINED AT COLUMN 

LEVEL :

Syntax:

columnName datatype (size)

PRIMARY KEY

❖ A PRIMARY KEY CONSTRAINTS DEFINED AT TABLE LEVEL 

:

Syntax:

PRIMARY KEY (   columnName [,   columnName

…]   )



5.5  FOREIGN KEY CONSTRAINTS :

“A Foreign key is a set of one or more columns whose values are 

derived from the primary key or unique key of other table .” The table, 

in which a foreign key is defined, is called a foreign table , detail 

table or child table. The table , Of which primary key or unique key is 

referred, is called a primary table, master table or parent table.
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❖ENFORCED RESTRICTION :

- The foreign key constraints enforces different restriction on 

detail table and master table. If bname is difined as a foreign key in 

Account table referring to bname in branch table, then, there will be 

following restriction on both of these tables.

1. Restriction on detail table:

- Detail table contains a Foreign key. And, it is related to 

mastertable .

- Insert or update operation  involving value of Foreign key are 

not allowed, if corresponding value does not exist in the master 

table. 
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2. Restriction on master table:

- Master table contains a primary key or unique key, which is 

referred by Foreign key in detail.

- Delete or update operation on records in master table are not 

allowed, if corresponding records are present in detail table



FOREIGN KEY CONSTRAINTS DEFINED AT TWO LEVELS :

❖ A FOREIGN KRY CONSTRAINTS DEFINED AT COLUMN LEVEL:

syntax : 

columnName datatype      (  size  ) 

REFREMCE tablename  (  columnName  ) 

[ON DELETE CASCADE]

❖ A FOREIGN KRY CONSTRAINTS DEFINED AT COLUMN LEVEL:

syntax :

FOREIGN KEY (  columnName  [,  columnName   …]   

)

REFERENCE tablename  (columnName  [,   

columnName   …]   )

[ON  DELETE CASCADE]
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5.6 CHECK CONSTRAINTS :

“ The CHECK constraints is used to implement business rules. This 

constraints is also referred as business rule constraints. Business 

rules may vary from system to system.”

❖ ENFORCED RESTRICTION :

- The CHECK constraint is bound to a particular column. 

- Once a CHECK constraint is implemented, any insert or update 

operation on that table must follow this constraints. 

- If any operation violates condition, it will be rejected.
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❖ A CHECK CONSTRAINTS DEFINED AT COLUMN LEVEL :

Syntax:

columnName datatype (size) CHECK  (  

CONDITION  )

❖ A CHECK CONSTRAINTS DEFINED AT TABLE LEVEL :

Syntax:

CHECK    (  CONDITION  )



5.6 NAMING A CONSTRAINTS :

“ it is also possible to assign some user defined name to a constraints. 

”This name can be used to modify or drop this constraints later.

Syntax:

CONSTRAINT    Constraint_Name

constraint_definition
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5.6 ALTERING A CONSTRAINTS :

The ALTER TABLE command can be used for adding new column to 

it, or dropping an existing column , or modifying an existing column. 

❖ADD CONSTRAINT : 

Syntax:

ALTER    TABLE TableName

ADD Constraint_definition;

❖DROP CONSTRAINT : 

Syntax:

ALTER    TABLE TableName

DROP Constraint; 20



THANK YOU
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